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Step O – Context: provide a prosaic overview description of your
process to help me (others) understand in a general way.

Context / Description
I am the resident manager of my 21-unit apartment building in
Queen Anne, Seattle. As part of this position I am responsible for
keeping the grounds (interior and exterior) in a visually respectable
fashion, i.e., clean. This includes but is not limited to sweeping,
taking out the garbage, trimming foliage, and raking.
I am supposed to do a 15-minute sweep of the grounds once
every day, but have yet to accomplish this level of maintenance. At
most I have done the sweep once a week, taking up to an hour to
complete due to the build-up in litter. This is a very inefficient
process at the moment, and I am often unhappy with the state of my
building. I would like to get the building to a level of cleanliness
where I am maintaining and improving the building, instead of
catching up. Ultimately, I would like to do this process during the
week so I can focus on other needs during the weekend.
The slides that follow will depict the current condition of my
building walkthrough.

Step 1- How long should the
walkthrough take?

15-20
minutes planned cycle time

Step 2- Block Diagram

Step 2- Other Observations
 Putting off work
 Inefficient placement of tools
 Completed on weekends, not during the week
 Between 30-60 minutes to complete
 Focused on maintenance, not improving the building

 Not part of regular routine

Step 3- Are any machines
holding me back?
 At this point I don’t use any machines throughout

the whole process, but I can reach…
 My cell phone
 Exterior light timer
 Locks on Door

 These are running smoothly, and rarely impact my

process. I occasionally forget my keys.

Step 4- Is the process stable
within the desired limit?
No.

Goal

Step 5- What is the necessary
number of operators?

1
Me

Step 6, 1-Page Summary: Key points captured in bullet form
and Run Chart of current data vs. Target Line.

Current Condition Summary
Cycle Time
• Current ~60 minutes
during weekend

First Impressions
• Varied process-steps order
• Missing parts of process
• Process time slowly
decreasing

Machine Capacity
• Does not affect this process

Process Stability
• Cycle varies

Necessary # of Operators
• 1 operator

Step 7, Target Condition: Key points captured in bullet form.
“Current Condition ➔ Target Condition” format

Project Focus: Building Maintenance
Current Condition
• Cycle is variable: 10-60 minutes

Target Condition
• Cycle is stable at 15-20 minutes

• Planned cycle time = 15-20 mins

• Planned cycle time = 15-20 mins

• 1 operator

• 1 operator

• Embarrassed about condition of
building

• Proud of condition of building

• Mostly focused on catching up
1 Day/Week

• Caught up, focused on improvements
to building 5 days/week.
•Focus more on administrative role
(communication with tenants, bills)

Stable cycle time of 15-20 minutes

Step 8, Obstacles: Obstacles identified from the first PDCA /
Coaching cycle captured as a bulleted list. Can be
expanded as new obstacles are identified.

Obstacles
 15-20 minute cap sometimes makes me miss parts of

the process
 Preparation time is mostly waste.
 Missing some days backs me up for days at a time.

Step 9a, PDCA Cycles: All PDCA cycles should be recorded on
the “Record of PDCA Cycles” standard format.

PDCA Cycles/Experiments

Step 9b, Supporting Data: Please be sure to include key
supporting data / run charts generated during your
PDCA cycles..

Run Chart

Step 9b, Supporting Data: Please be sure to include key
supporting data / run charts generated during your
PDCA cycles..

Raw Data

Step 10, 1 Page Summary: Brief synopsis of your project and the progress
you made from your Initial Current Condition til the end of the project.
Include as much data as possible. Bullet comments are also welcome.

Synopsis
 Having completed several cycles of the maintenance

process, I can say that I am now proud of the condition
of the building. The process has gone from around 60
minutes once per week to 10-15 minutes four to five
times a week. I have become proud of the condition of
the building.
 Having achieved a stable cycle time between 10-15

minutes, it may be time to establish the next target
condition.

Step 11, Reflection: Bullet list of…
➢ Your key learnings from using the Toyota Kata method on this project.
➢ How you might improve to be even more effective on your next project
➢ Implications for business if it were to apply TK approach methodically.

Reflections
 Toyota Kata was a great way to meet my objectives.

Tracking the separate parts of the process let me really
understand where to focus my energy. Any time I may
need to solve a problem, I now know what my first step
will be - going to the gemba.
 Much of my process was locked in place once I ordered
the process for the first time. I would like to see if
switching the order of the different steps does
anything in regards to efficiency.
 If businesses were to approach problems using the TK
approach, just about any goal would be achievable.

